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REPRESENTATIVE MATTERS AND CASES

Merger control

Advised Cargotec and Konecranes on the PRC merger filing for their merger

Advised Newcrest Mining Limited on the PRC merger filing for its acquisition
of all issued and outstanding shares of Pretium Resources

Advised Blackstone on the PRC merger filings for its acquisitions of real
estate in China and acquisitions of technology companies overseas

Advised Kingsoft Cloud on the PRC merger filing for its acquisition of
Camelot

Advised Praxair on the PRC merger filing for its merger with Linde

Advised Liaoning Port on the PRC merger filing for China Merchants’
acquisition of Dalian port and Yingkou port

Advised GE on the PRC merger filing for its acquisition of Alstom’s power
and grid business

Advised a famous internet company on evaluating the failure to notify of legal
risks in past transactions and on submitting filings

Advised a famous fund on evaluating the failure to notify of legal risks in past
transactions and on submitting filings

Antitrust investigation

PRACTICE AREAS

MS. LINGBO WEI’S PRACTICE FOCUSES ON COMPETITION
ISSUES RELATING TO MERGER CONTROL, ANTITRUST
INVESTIGATIONS, ANTITRUST COMPLIANCE ADVICE, AND
ANTITRUST LITIGATIONS.
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Advised an international medical device company during a dawn raid and
administrative investigation into resale price maintenance

Advised a famous internet company on responding to an inquiry from the
PRC antitrust authority

Advised a famous Chinese food enterprise during a dawn raid and antitrust
investigation by the PRC antitrust authority into alleged resale price
maintenance

Advised a public utility enterprise on the pricing investigation by the PRC
antitrust authority under PRC competition law and price law

Advised a Chinese home appliance enterprise on a dawn raid by the PRC
antitrust authority and the antitrust investigation into alleged resale price
maintenance

Advised a famous Japanese shipping company on its leniency application in
China for alleged cartel conduct

Advised a famous international technology company on a dawn raid and
investigation by the PRC antitrust authority into alleged abuse of dominance

Antitrust compliance

Advised a well-known international automotive manufacturer on a self-audit
of potential resale price maintenance and bid rigging issues and provided
guidance on improving compliance management

Advised an international medical company on conducting an internal audit
and risk assessment of resale price maintenance

Advised a domestic internet company on an allegation of abuse of
dominance

Advised a domestic point-of-care medical device company on conducting
comprehensive risk assessment by reviewing documents and interviews

Advised an international entertainment company on operating multiple joint
ventures and on exchanging competitively sensitive information between the
joint venture companies

Advised a multinational toy company on conducting regular self-audits of risk
areas including resale price maintenance and assisted the company in
improving its internal compliance system

Advised a famous automobile manufacturer on compliance issues with
respect to the daily operation of its joint venture in China and the exchange of
information between
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Advised a state-owned enterprise on conducting a self-audit covering
different business units and assisted the company in formulating and
improving its internal compliance system

Advised a famous aviation company on a comprehensive antitrust self-audit
and risk assessment, assisted the company in improving its antitrust
compliance system, and provided advice on its business strategies

OTHER INFORMATION

Education

Peking University, LL.M.

Shanghai University of International Business and Economics, BBA

Shanghai University of International Business and Economics, B.Com

Professional Qualification

Admitted to practice in the PRC

Work Language

Chinese

English

Professional Background

Ms. Wei joined Fangda Partners in 2020. Before joining the firm, she worked at
another major Chinese firm, practicing antitrust and competition law for almost five
years. Ms. Wei has assisted multinationals, state-owned enterprises and private
enterprises. The matters she has worked on cover various industries, including
automobiles, chemicals, consumables, energy, funds, internet, medical, ports, and
technology.
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